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Abstract The research highlights the development of a new and reliable blockchain
system consensus method focused on applying a linearly scalable consensus mech-
anism. The new system is based on an analysis of available consensus mechanisms,
sharding, and distributed randomness generation. The proposed approach allows the
development of a blockchain with the following advantages: full scalability, security,
energy efficiency, and fast consensus. Compared to known methods, the proposed
shard option performs network connection and transaction verification and shows the
current state of the blockchain. The decision threshold is low enough to allow small
validators to participate in the network and receive appropriate rewards. The sharding
process runs safely by applying a distributed randomness generation process that is
unpredictable unbiased. In order to prevent adaptive Byzantine malicious validators,
a continuous network reboot process is provided. The developed approach is resistant
to fluctuations in the number of validators. It does not set a lower limit against the
number of validators in every fragment, as in other solutions such as Zilliqa. Instead,
an adaptive Proof-of-Stake-based model was adopted so that attackers can never
occupy more than one-third of the shares that vote in a single shard that makes it
reliable. The methods for creating the proposed blockchain improve available mech-
anisms for the blockchain functioning and have practical value for application in
various digital economy sectors.
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1 Introduction

Problem Statement. Blockchain technology is still under development. Therefore,
the natural outcome is that the “correct” consensus protocol issue is still under discus-
sion and debate. Many critical considerations, such as the degree of decentralization,
underlie the spirit of blockchain as a technology. At least right now, there is no
consensus on the “correct” consensus algorithm, which means that competition will
only intensify in the future.

This paper proposes and explores a newblockchain system, operating on a linearly
scalable consensus mechanism, a selection method, confirming a shard by voting
shares, and scalable randomness generation usingVRF (VerifiableRandomFunction)
and VDF (Verifiable Delay Function) delays. The system is based on analyzing
available consensus mechanisms, sharding, and distributed randomness generation.
It is fully scalable, secure, energy-efficient, and with fast consensus.

Compared with available methods [1–4], the improved shard method performs
network connection and transaction verification and exposes the state to the
blockchain. The threshold is low enough for small validators to participate in the
network and get rewards. The proposed sharding process occurs safely through a
distributed randomness (DRG) process that is unpredictable, unbiased, and proven.
The network is overloaded continuously to prevent slow adaptive byzantine mali-
cious validators. Unlike other sharded blockchains requiring Proof of Work (PoW )
model to select validators, the proposed consensus is based on Proof of Stake (PoS)
and is therefore energy-efficient.

Proof of Stake (PoS) is a consensus model introduced in 2011 as an alternative
to the Proof of Work (PoW ) model. It aims to overcome the scalability limitations
of PoW networks. Note that the goal of PoW and PoS is the same—to achieve
consensus in the blockchain, however, the PoS model implements a different way
of determining participants who verify transaction blocks. There are no miners on
PoS blockchains. The participant priority according to the rules of the PoS algorithm
does not depend on its computing power, but on the amount of cryptocurrency the
participant possesses. Thus, the PoS model is devoid of the main disadvantages of
the Proof of Work model:

– Mining consumes a huge amount of electricity power and hardware wears out
quickly.

– The Proof of Workmodel provides a sufficient security level only if there is a large
group of miners competing for block rewards. If the network is small a hacker
can get a simple majority of the processing power and reorganize the blocks as
he/she sees fit.
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At the same time, validators, the cryptocurrency owners, support the PoS
blockchain model functionality. They check user transactions, and if at least 2/3 of
the validators agree that the transaction is correct, it is included in a new blockchain
block. Simulteniously, in order to be eligible for block verification, participants need
to block several coins in a specific blockchain smart contract. That process is known
as staking. After that, the PoS protocol can choose a participant to validate the next
block. Depending on the network, the choice may be random or according to the
amount of cryptocurrency staked. As a reward, the selected validator receives a
transaction fee from the verified block. As a rule, the more coins one blocks, the
higher the chance of being selected.

Obviously, here the validators only do useful work (validation), and not numbers
enumeration, so they do not have a race for performance, like miners. However, for
the network to work efficiently and quickly, validators must run software on very
powerful hardware, with a constant 24/7 network connection and a wide Internet
channel.

Note that the main advantage of the PoS model is speed. Many PoW blockchains
(such asBitcoin) will never be able to process transactions as fast asPoS blockchains.
And speed is a key factor for a network.

As a rule, the following arguments are given in PoS favor:

– significant resources to carry out an attack, which makes it impractical from a
financial point of view;

– if the attacker has a large number of tokens, he/she will suffer from the attack, as
that will violate the cryptocurrency stability.

Let us note the arguments that cause concern:

– PoS provides additional motivation for the resources accumulation in one hand,
which may adversely affect the network decentralization;

– if a small group is formed that collects large enough resources, it can impose own
rules for the network on other participants.

Thus, thePoSmechanism aims to improve blockchain technology and gain signif-
icant adoption in the industry. The lower barrier to entry into the mining process,
no need for infrastructure, and relatively less vulnerability to attacks are currently
attracting the community to have the PoS-based application and coins.

In the research in question, the consensus is achieved by a linearly scalableByzan-
tineFault Tolerance (BFT) algorithm, faster thanPractical ByzantineFault Tolerance
(PBFT ) [5].

Analysis of Recent Research and Publications. The consensus protocol is a major
element of a blockchain. It discovers how reliably and quickly the blockchain is
verified to reach a consensus on the next block. Achieving consensus in a distributed
environment comes down to solving the problem of Byzantine generals. The problem
formulation is as follows. The Byzantine army includes n legions, each of which is
commanded by its general, and the army also has a commander-in-chief, to whom
the generals of the legions are subordinate. The army surrounds the city intending to
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attack. The favorable outcome of the war depends on the actions of all the generals,
who need to communicate to come to a unified agreement on whether attack the
city or not. However, there may be traitors among the generals, including the in-
chief commander. A traitor can send orders of different content to different generals
[6, 7]. Reaching consensus in such an environment is a quite difficult task. The
problem’s solution served as the basis for a mathematical model for the construction
and development of blockchain technology. There is no central authority to provide
for the same work on remote nodes in blockchain networks. Thus, there is a need
for consensus protocols among distributed nodes. The crypto industry is not limited
to applying well-known consensus mechanisms such as PoW or PoS. Researchers
increasingly demonstrate new consensus protocols; in most cases, some modifica-
tions to the main available protocols. Let us consider some alternative mechanisms
for achieving consensus in distributed environments.

TheBFT algorithms are distributed network algorithms that allow consensus to be
achieved even if some network nodes do not respond or give incorrect information.
The BFT mechanism aims to protect against system failures by collective decision-
making (both healthy and defective nodes) and reduce the impact of failed nodes.

The Verifiable Byzantine Fault Tolerance (VBFT ) algorithm is a new consensus
algorithm that combines traditional PoS, Verifiable Random Function (VRF), and
BFT. This mechanism was developed specifically for the needs of the ONTology
platform. VBFT can hold the consensus groups’ scalability by VRF; it provides the
randomness and fairness of the generation of the consensus set and ensures that
the final state is reached quickly. In this algorithm, the centralization risk problem
is eliminated. Conforming to the ONTology’s plan, the VBFT consensus algorithm
could hold up to 2401 nodes onward while reaching consensus in <10 s [7]. Themain
advantage of such a protocol is the absence of the risk of centralization scalability,
and hence it is resistant to attacks. The algorithm’s disadvantage is that its application
is limited by the ONchain company and the ONTology project.

A new class of consensus protocols was proposed to increase performance, the
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT ), wherein anonymity is not an essential aspect,
i.e., nodes know some information about each other (initially nodes are authenti-
cated). That allows consensus algorithms to be optimized with far higher throughput.
The speed can increase tenfold, and data processing from hundreds to thousands of
transactions per second, which is great for corporate realities.

This algorithm is used in theHyperledger Fabric project as a consensus protocol, as
it can process up to one-third of illegitimate transactions [8]. The protocol operation
principle is as follows: the validator receives a message at the input, according to
which the validator needs to decide whether to consider it true or not. To do this,
the validator performs internal checks, followed by polling the other nodes one
by one whether the transaction is valid. If two-thirds of the participants vote for
this transaction as correct, the validator accepts it and transfers its decision to the
blockchain network to other validators. It should also be noted that there is no hashing
procedure in the PBFT algorithm [9].
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Research Purpose. Based on the literature review and the analysis results of
the current state of blockchain technologies development develop a linearly scal-
able blockchain consensus method. The new approach should be fully scalable,
evidence-based secure, and energy-efficient blockchain; explore the functionality
and features of the blockchain system based on next-generation sharding, which
solves many problems of available blockchains; explore the stability and reliability
of the developed blockchain system consensus method.

2 Statement of the Main Research Material

2.1 The Idea and Essence of the Blockchain System New
Consensus Method

As thePBFT protocol improvement, the paper proposes a linearly scalable consensus
mechanism for communication complexity. Instead of asking all validators to post
their votes, the leader instigates the process of multi-signature signing to gather the
validators’ votes into 0(1)—a multi-signature, and then relay it. Therefore, instead
of receiving 0(N) signatures, every validator gets just one multi-signature, thereby
reducing the communicating complexity with 0(N)2 to 0(N).

The idea of multi-signature 0(1) multi-signature improves the BFT method from
the ByzCoin [10] blockchain, using the Schnorr signature scheme to aggregate
constant size multi-valued signals and form a multicast tree between validators
to further message transmission. Nevertheless, a multi-valued Schnorr signature
requires a secret round of commitments, resulting in a total of two round-trip requests
for a single multi-signature.

The paper proposes the method to improve available one by BLS (Boneh-Lynn-
Shacham)multi-signature [11]; it requires only one round-trip request. Therefore, the
method is designed to be at least 50% faster than the BFT ByzCoinmethod. Figure 1
presents the developed network communicationmethod during one consensus round.

The developed method for conducting a consensus procedure involves the next
steps:

1. The leader creates a brand new block and passes the header of the block to
all validators. Conccurantly, the leader relays the block contents with erasure
encoding (Fig. 1—the Announce phase).

2. The validators validate the header of the block, signs it with the BLS signature,
and send the signature back to the leader (Fig. 1—Prepare phase).

3. The leader waits for at least 2f + 1 valid signatures from validators (including
leader’s ones) and combines them into a BLS multi-signature. The leader then
relays the aggregatedmulti-signaturewith the bitmapwith the changes signed by
the validators. Along with step 3, the PBFT “preparation” phase is completed.
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Fig. 1 Network communication of the developed method during one round of consensus (Source
Authors’ elaboration)

4. Validators check if it has at least multi-signature 2f + 1 signers, verifies trans-
actions with block content relays from the leader in step 1, signs the received
message from step 3, and returns it to the leader.

5. The leader then awaits at least 2f + 1 valid signatures and, starting at step 4,
unites them into a BLS multi-signature creating a bitmap that registers everyone
who signed. The leader then does a new block with all signed, multi-signed,
and bitmaps and passes the new block to all validators. Along with step 5, the
“fixation” phase of the PBFT ends (Fig. 1—the Commit phase).

Consensus validators are elected on a Proof-of-Stake basis. The proposed protocol
differs from available PBFT wherein a validator with more voting shares has more
votes instead of having one signature—one vote. Contrarary to waiting for 2f +
1 signatures from validators, the leader awaits signatures from validators who
collectively posses minimum 2f + 1 voting shares.

Note that the common procedure to download the history of blockchain and recon-
struct present state is extremely slow to allow re-introducing changes (it takes several
days for the Ethereum blockchain to synchronize the history fully), given that the
current state is much smaller than the entire history of the blockchain. To optimize
the state synchronization process, making the blockchain state as small as possible is
proposed. Loading the current state by epoch period is possible compared to loading
the entire history.

In Ethereum, many accounts are empty and waste state-space on the blockchain.
Empty accounts cannot be deleted due to possible replay errors when old transactions
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are resubmitted to a deleted account [12]. The problem can be solved by preventing
replay attacks by allowing transactions to specify the current block hash: a transaction
is valid only up to a certain number (e.g., 300) of blocks right after the block of the
specified hash. Thus, old accounts can be deleted securely, which will greatly speed
up the verification of the blockchain state.

New validators that join a shard initially download present state of that shard to
enable a quick start validating transactions. The new node must make an appropriate
check to ensure that the currently loaded state is valid. Instead of downloading the
entire blockchain history to verify present state, the new node downloads the headers
of the history block. It verifies them by affirming their signatures as cryptographic
evidence (e.g. signatures and hash pointers) from present state to the genesis block.
Signature verification is not computationally expensive, and it takes a significant time
to verify all signatures onward from the genesis block. When it comes to mitigating
this, the first block of each epoch is proposed to include an additional hash pointer
to the first block of the last epoch. Thus, a new node can move over blocks during an
epoch when it tracks hash pointers to the genesis block, which could greatly speed
up checking the current state of the blockchain.

2.2 Stability and Reliability Research of the Developed
Blockchain System Consensus Method

The proposed consensus method uses a different approach than the previously
discussed one, with Proof-of-Stake, as a validator registration mechanism or a Sybil
attack avoidanance mechanism. So that one may become a validator, prospective
participants (or interested persons) must wager a certain number of coins to become
eligible. The number of pledged tokens determines the number of voting shares
destined for the validator. That method contains the main chain and many shards.
The main chain serves as the ledger of identity, while the shard chains store the
blockchain individual states and simultaneously process transactions. That algorithm
uses randomness generation by combining a VRF and a VDF and incorporates PoS
into the sharding process, shifting fragment protection concerns from a minimum
number of nodes to a minimum number of voting shares.

Each voting particle represents one vote in the BFT consensus. Stackers receive
voting shares proportional to their tokens. Voting shares are further taken up sharding
randomly. Figure 2 depicts the sharding procedure interpretation by voting shares.
Tokens become validators for the fragments they vote for.

A voting share is a virtual ticket allowing a validator to cast one consensus vote.
Validators can purchase voting shares by betting tokens. The number of tokens
required to vote is algorithmically adjusted. At the start of each phase, new shares
with validator voting rights will be taken up to shards randomly. New validators join
the shard where voting shares are assigned to them. Consensus in a given fragment
is achieved by validators who, at least, must jointly have 2f + 1 voting shares to sign
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Fig. 2 Sharding procedure via shares voting (Source Authors’ elaboration)

the block. To guarantee the safety of one shard, the number of voting shares in mali-
cious validators needs to be less than one-third of all voting shares of this shard. The
adaptive PoS of the proposed consensus method guarantees security requirements
by adaptively adjusting the share price voting rights and taking up individual voting
shares to shards instead of individual auditors.

The sharding security by voting shares is that even if one-fourth of all pledged
tokens are malicious validators, one shard is assigned to one validator. Thus, the
worst, when one malicious validator holds all the tokens (voting shares), less than
one-third of the voting tokens in this shard. The reason is that the rates for each shard
are m times less than the rates for the entire network, where m is shard’s number.
Thus, preventing the attack of malicious validators instead of sharding by validators,
voting shares are split (one share has the right to vote, one shard is assigned).

In this method, the share price has a vote is set in algorithmical order so it is
small enough to prevent malicious participants concentrate their voting power in one
shard. The share price has the right to vote is set in tokens Pvs:

Pvs = T se−1

Nsh · λ
(1)

wherein: λ is security parameter;
Nsh is the shard number;
Tse−1 is a total number of phase tokens e − 1.
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Let us prove that when λ > 600, the probability of failure is negligible. In this
case, the chance of a single shard should have over one third of the malicious voting
shares.

Given the definition Pvs, the total number of voting shares is:

Nsh = T se−1

λ · Pvs
(2)

Given the credible source of randomness and the randomness-based sharding
process, the probability distribution of the malicious voting shares in every part
can be represented as a hypergeometric distribution (random sampling without
replacement).

P(X = k) = CN
n − CK

k

CN
n

(3)

wherein N is overall qauntity of voting shares;
CN
n is the number of combinations of N to n;

N is total number of voting shares;
K = N

4 is maximum qauntity of malicious voting shares;
n = N

Nsh
is the qauntity of voting shares in every shard;

k is the qauntity of malicious shares with voting rights in the shard.

Actual shard bounce rate P (X ≤ k) follows from the cumulative hypergeometric
distribution (N,K,n, k),which is in case ifN is large, reduses to a binomial distribution
(i.e., random sample with replacement):

P(X ≤ k) =
k∑

i=0

ni · pi · (1 − p)n−i (4)

When n is high enough, the shard’s probability that contains more than one third
of malicious tokens is negligible.

When n = 600, the probability that the shard contains more than one third of
malicious shares with voting rights P (X ≤ 200) = 0,999,997, which shows the
failure of such a shard, i.e., no consensus can be reached.

To ensure high security of the shard λ = 600. Parameter λ regulates the minimum
number of voting shares that one shard must contain.

This solution is functional like the least quantity of nodes in a shard, stated in
other PoW-based solutions [13–15]. This approach is robust against fluctuations in
the number of validators. It does not set a lower limit on quantity of validators in
each part like other solutions, e.g. Zilliqa. On the other hand, an adaptive PoS-based
model was adopted so that attackers could never hold over one-third of the voting
shares in one shard, making it reliable.
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Peculiarity analysis of scalable randomness generation by VRF and VDF func-
tions. The approach to the newblockchain formationdeveloped in the thesis combines
the advantages of the considered solutions. The proposed method uses the BFT
consensus to ensure the random number finality. In particular, the protocol covers
next steps:

1. The leader transmits a message to all validators with the last block hash H
(Bn−1).

2. After receiving the message, the VRF is computed for every i validator to
generate a random number ri, and the proof pi: (ri, pi) = VRF (ski, H (Bn-1)),
v, wherein ski is the validator’s secret key i,v is the current consensus number.
Followed by each validator returning (ri, pi) to the leader.

3. The leader waits until he gets at least f + 1 real random numbers and combines
them to get the preimage of pRnd ultimate randomness.

4. Leader provides BFT consensus of all validators to get consensus on pRnd and
fix it to the Bn block.

5. After pRnd is executed, the leader begins to compute the actual probability pRnd
= VDF (pRnd, T), where T is the VDF complexity and is set algorithmically so
that the probability can be computed only after k blocks. When the computation
pRnd is in progress, the leader initiates BFT among all validators to reconcile
reality pRnd and generate a probability on the blockchain (Fig. 3).

Thus, the VDF function is used to delay the expansion of Rnd evidentially and to
prevent the malicious leader from preempting randomness by choosing a value for a
subset of the VRF random numbers.

Owing to the VDF function, the leader cannot know the actual final randomness
of pRnd until it is added to the blockchain. While VDF evaluates rnd, pRnd was sent
to the previous block, so the leader can no longer manipulate it.

The worst that a malicious leader can do is either to add randomness to pRnd, or
stop the protocol without fixing pRnd. That does not harm as the waiting mechanism
switches the leader and restarts the protocol. In the long-term future, there could be
invented ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits) to compute a VDF function
that can find vulnerable nodes and compute result ahead other true nodes. However,
at present, such robust circuits are not invented.
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Fig. 3 A mechanism for delaying the final randomness detection by verifiable delay function
(Source Authors’ elaboration)

3 Conclusions

This paper’s research is devoted to the development of a new and reliable blockchain
system consensus method focused on the linearly scalable consensus mechanism.
The proposed approach is based on the analysis of available consensus mechanisms,
sharding and generation of distributed randomness. The proposed consensus mech-
anisms allow the development of a blockchain with the following advantages: full
scalability, security, energy-efficienct, and with fast consensus.

The proposed consensus method improves available ones by BLS (Boneh-Lynn-
Shacham) multi-signature. However, it requires only one round-trip request. In this
regard, the developed method is at least 50% faster than the ByzCoin BFT method.
The paper presents an algorithm for conducting the consensus procedure. Consensus
validators are elected based on an adaptive Proof of Stake model.

The proposed protocol differs from available PBFT in that a validator with more
voting shares has more votes than others rather than one signature one vote. In
order to become a validator, prospective participants (or interested parties) must
stake a certain number of tokens to become eligible. The number of pledged tokens
determines the number of voting shares. That method has the main chain and many
shards. The main chain serves as the ledger of identity, while the shard chains store
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the individual states of the blockchain and simultaneously process transactions. That
algorithm uses randomness generation by combining Verifiable Random Function
andVerifiableDelayFunction and incorporates aPoSmodel into the sharding process
that shifts fragment protection concerns from minimum nodes to a minimum voting
shares. The number of tokens required to vote is algorithmically adjusted. At the
start of each phase, for new validator voting shares there will be randomly assigned
shards.

To guarantee the security of one shard, the number of voting shares in malicious
validators needs to be less than one third of all voting shares of this shard. The
adaptive PoS of the proposed consensus method guarantees security requirements
by adaptively adjusting the share’s price, has the right to vote, and assigns individual
voting shares to shards rather than individual verifiers.

The sharding security by voting shares lies in the fact that even if for all pledged
tokens 1/4 are harmful validators, then one shard is assigned to one validator. Then
in the worst case, where a single malicious validator holds all the tokens (voting
shares), it will have less than one third of the voting tokens in that shard.

To ensure high shard security, the network security parameter regulates the
minimum voting shares that one shard must hold. Such a solution functionally corre-
sponds to the minimum nodes in a certain network, described in some other solutions
based on the PoW model. Thus, the presented approach is resistant to fluctuations in
the number of validators. Moreover, it does not set a lower limit on the number of
validators in each fragment, as in other solutions such as Zilliqa. Instead, an adaptive
PoS-based model was adopted so that attackers can never occupy over one third of
the voting shares in one shard, which makes it reliable.

The methods for creating the proposed blockchain improve available mechanisms
for the functioning of the blockchain and have practical value for use in various digital
economy sectors.
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